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Agency or independent escorts?
How can I contact you?
How far in advance do I need to book?
Do you offer in-call services?
Can I rely on the discretion of Allure Models Agency?
Is the discretion of the Escort Model assured?
What payment methods does the agency accept?
Can I pay using another currency?
What are your models rates?
Are the models fees negotiable?
When do travel expenses arise?
Are your models available for weekend breaks, long term business trips or
weeklong holidays?
Can I book more than one girl at a time?
Can my partner and I see one of your models together?
Am I breaking any laws, is everything about my date legal?
What if I have a special request?
I can not find the answer to my question!
A few golden rules to make your date perfect.
Agency or independent escorts?
Many of our regular clients have in the past arranging a date with an independent escort
because their fees are often cheaper. However on many occasions if their date did turn up
they were not the girl pictured on the profile they saw, and a few were not as trustworthy as
they should have been. Therefore they ended up paying for something they did not order and
on the odd occasion loosing a lot more. You should always remember when you find a reliable
agency, not only do you get a choice of many beautiful women you have source of
entertainment for many years to come.
Finally, all agencies work extremely hard to cultivate relationships, and most offer VIP
discount programs to their regular clients, so as a result you will end up having a lot more
pleasure safe in the knowledge you are getting what you asked for and saving a lot of money.
How can I contact you?
At Allure Models you can contact us in many ways we have our FREE web chat, you can call us
by phone, Email us or simply use our contact form.
Click here for more details.
How far in advance do I need to book?
Preferably the more notice we have the greater the chance you have of getting the model you
desire, however you can book on the day itself, on most occasions we can get a model with
you within 1 hour.
Often it can take less time than this, on occasions it may take a little longer due to traffic or
weather, we end eavour to make sure nobody waits unnecessarily.
The minimum booking is for one hour after that you can hire one of models for as long as you
want.
Do you offer in-call services?
No, our models only offer out-call services they are more than willing to travel to you at your
home or hotel. We only except booking at hotels of a reasonable standard. You will also be
required to provide your full name and address or hotel details a contact number and the
preferred date of your liaison.
Can I rely on the discretion of Allure Models Agency?
Totally! the personal information past on to us is for internal use only and will never be
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passed on to any third party or any promotional services.
Is the discretion of the Escort Model assured?
Most definitely yes we guarantee the discretion and trustworthiness of all our models, they
would not be on be on our books if we did not!
This also applies to you the client as our models expect discretion to be reciprocated
What payment methods does the agency accept?
You can pay cash, with a credit card or normal bank transfer. If you choose to pay through a
bank transfer, we need a payment
verification from your bank. We only except bank transfers on extended appointments which
are booked in advance. We are sorry
can not accept personal or business cheques.
Can I pay using another currency?
Yes, but only by prior arrangement. Our preferred choice is the Euro and British Sterling,
however we will always try our best to
accept all other major currencies i.e Dollars etc. The exchange rate calculation will be at the
discretion of the admin arranging
your date "please note" a 10% surcharge is also added for exchange commission.
What are your models rates?
All our models rates are displayed on their profile page, the price shown is in Euros and for a
1 hour appointment.
Additional travel expenses may accrue, however these will be discussed with you prior to the
confirmation of your date.
Are the models fees negotiable?
Sorry no they are not negotiable. The only circumstances under which negotiation might take
place is if you were taking one or
more of our escorts out for an extended period. In such a situation we would expect to
discuss the fee with you.
When do travel expenses arise?
We have allowed a travel time of around 1 hour within the models rates, If you would like to
meet one of our models outside of her home city travel expenses will arise. These are subject
to the distance and the means of transport required.
If the use of an airline is required the purchase of a round trip ticket will be decided at the
time of your appointment.
Are your models available for weekend breaks, long term business trips or weeklong
holidays?
As with most women our girls love to travel, all they ask for is a bit of notice to give them time
to pack. We strongly recommend a pre trip drink just to get to know each other before you
depart.
Can I book more than one girl at a time?
Yes of course, many of the girls are bi-sexual and very happy to work together. Not all of our
escort girls offer this service, but those
that do have a note to that effect on their profile page.There is no limit to how many models
you can book at the same time.
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Can my partner and I see one of your models together?
Yes, however this will incur a small additional charge, some but not all of our models enjoy
meeting couples as well as singles, not all of our models are so open minded, so please
inform us when you are booking that you wish to include a third party. Failure to disclose this
information could result in disappointment.
Am I breaking any laws, is everything about my date legal?
You are definitely not breaking any laws our models are simply accepting payment in return
for spending their time with you. We are
simply introducing two individuals, anything else that goes on during a date is a private
matter between consenting adults, there is
nothing at all wrong with paying to spend time with a beautiful lady, its nothing different to
booking a model for a shoot or a cleaner
All our Models are over the legal age and have provided us with documented proof of their
age and nationality.
What if I have a special request?
You may either speak to one of our helpful office staff we are quite happy to pass on our
client's requests to our girls we might be able to help you on the spot. Alternatively you may
wish speak to your chosen model herself we're not able to enter into negotiation about the
personal services you may receive during your date. We are, however, quite content to pass on
special requests such as the type of clothes you wish her to wear, if you prefer high heels or
thigh length boots etc.
I can not find the answer to my question!
Thats easy just put your question down on a Email or on our contact form and we will do our
best to answer your question
we are committed to the highest possible level of customer service.
A few golden rules to make your date perfect.
Nice manners and good grooming are essential thats what you expect from your date.
Keep conversation light and cheery, your date does not wish to here about the demise of pet
mouse.
Treat your date with respect and she will treat you like the gentleman you are.
Never ask personal questions about your dates private life, as the saying goes ask no
questions tell no lies.
Finally relax and enjoy a very special date.
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